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With the upcoming LITTLE BOX series at Cleveland Public Theatre (CPT), I wanted to find out what

the experience is like from the point of view of a playwright. I had the honor of getting some insight

from LISA LANGFORD about her collaboration on the Little Box play, Mercy for the Devil (or the

Nature of Forgiveness). A Harvard graduate, Lisa’s play, InCogNegro, was a part of Cleveland Public

Theatre's Big Box in 2009.

Kate Miller: How long have you been working on Mercy for the Devil (or the Nature of Forgiveness)?

Lisa Langford: As my writing partner, Michael Oatman, said at rehearsal, this is really the birth of a

play. We've only been writing a month!

KM: How do you and Michael collaborate? What's your process?

LL: We have very different writing styles and processes. I need to read everything I can find on a

subject and then write. Michael's excellent at adding theatricality and tension. Usually, one of us

throws out an idea. One person writes, and then hands it off to the other and so on. After we've

finished, we do a couple passes on the piece to make it one seamless voice.

KM: Why did you decide to submit the piece to Little Box? 
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LL: Cleveland Public Theatre is an incredibly nurturing place for artists. [Executive Artistic Director]

Raymond Bobgan's challenge this season was to "make cool stuff."

KM: How many actors will read for your show? 

LL: About ten. We've got some wonderful people, a nice mix of seasoned vets and new talent.

KM: Why is this piece important to you? 

LL: I was making jewelry and started using these paper beads from Uganda. I was selling them at a

street fair in Fairmont when a customer told me about a young woman, Lauren Sammon, who sold

jewelry made from these beads. Lauren is an amazing artist and humanitarian. She's on the Board of

Children of Hope Uganda, an organization designed to help Ugandan children and their families

devastated by civil war, poverty, hunger, and disease. When she explained to me what the Acholi

people of Uganda were going through and how these beads are a way out of poverty for the women

and children, I decided I wanted to know more about what was going on in that region. For twenty

years, the people of northern Uganda have been at the mercy of brutal rebels who abduct children

and force them to commit terrible atrocities. First of all, I was mad at myself for not knowing what was

going on in the world. Then I was curious about the human spirit - how do these people go on? How

do they reclaim their children from these mad men? All questions that theatre lends itself to exploring.

KM: Tell me what you want audience members to take away from the piece. 

LL: First and foremost, I just want them to know about the Acholi people and their struggle. Then, I'd

like the play to inspire people to look for places where they're at liberty to dispense a little mercy to

others.

Find out more about Mercy for the Devil... and about the LITTLE BOX series by visiting Cleveland

Public Theatre’s website at www.cptonline.org.

### 

Do you have a Cleveland performing arts story or event? If so, contact Cleveland Performing Arts

Examiner KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!
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